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Abstract

This research discusses the role of Basel Rules in sustaining the continuity of bank organizations via defining the most banking dangers and its way of handing the sufficiency of capital decided by Basel committee for banking monitoring and the developments that it experiences through various financial crises.

This research includes practical study on Bank Audi Syria which aims at showing the commitment of the bank in applying Basel Rules and effect of this of the continuity of future activities.

Researchers reached a set of results and recommend a lions asserting the Bank commitment in applying Basel Rules 2 and achieving sufficient rates of capital exceeding the agreed rate (8%) over the five years of researching which reflects the presence of strong basis to bear shocks and sustaining the continuity of the bank.

The researchers recommended the necessity of issuing a resolution from monetary council forcing the Syrian banks to work in accordance with Basel requirements 3 gradually and over a defined period that concords with the Basel committee recommendations, which sustains the continuity of Syrian banks and increases the confidence of foreign banks in dealing with it.